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1. Buttons 

Setting / 

Mode Down Height 

/Model 

Height 4 
Height 3 

 

Height 2 

Height 1 

Up 

If you controller is a different model, 

 Such as this one: 

“M” will be the function button same 

as “S” on the controller on the right 



2.Reset 

 

2.1 The original setting will 

shows “ASF”. Press “down” 

to reset. 

 

 

 

Please noted when you first use the 

desk, you will need to reset it. When 

there is a disruption on the power, 

reconnect to the power, we will 

suggest you to reset it. 

 



2.2 Keep pressing 

“down”, the desk will 

move slower than in 

normal status. 

 

Down 



2.3 Keep pressing down 

until the desk reaches its 

lowest position and 

bounced back, hold it, until 

the desk shows the lowest 

position, release, the reset 

completed. 

 



3. Error Codes and Solutions 



4. How to reset when there is no ASF displayed? 

Keep pressing “S/(M)” and “Down” button, Wait for 18 -25 

seconds, the system will automatically enter into “ASF” 

reset mode. 

Then press down until the desk moved to its lowest position 

and bounced back, shows the lowest height. 

 

 



5. Set up memorized Height 

1. Move the desk to the height you want, and stop 

2. Press “S/(M)”  

3. Press the one of the numbers (1,2,3,4). For example when you press “1” 

it will shows “ S-1”, the position been set up on “1”, whenever you press 

“1”, it will move automatically to the position. 

4. The memorized function can set “1”, “2”, “3” and “4” , four different 

positions. It can be reset, the new position will cover the old one 

automatically. 

 

 



6. Anti- 

Collision                        

Put an accident force (around 5kg force) against the desk while it is moving 

up, the desk will stop moving up and will bounce back to the opposite 

direction for about 5cm. 

Same when the desk moving down. 

 

Note: anti-collision will work after the desks has been moved up or down for 

at least 5cm . ( This is to avoid the current to affect the function) 

 

 



7. “cm” and “ inch” switch 

Press “S/M” and “Up” at the same time, and hold it 

for about 18 seconds, switch between “cm” and 

‘inch” 

 

 

 



Thanks! 

 


